BURGLARIES AND BREAK-INS IN YOUR AREA
Taken from the police public website here are the burglary numbers by police
area from 1 – 31 January 2019. To protect the privacy of individuals, the police
remove sensitive details revealing specific “time and place”.
Please note that police named areas do not exactly match Neighbourhood Support Group areas.
If your area is not mentioned, it is not available from the police: members can view these police
statistics on line.

Bader 2
Brymer 3
Chedworth 4
Crawshaw 4
Enderley 4
Flagstaff 0
Gordonton
Hamilton East 2
Horsham Downs 1
Maeroa 4
Naylor 9
Peacocke 0
Queenwood 2
Rototuna 0
Sylvester 1
University 5

Beerescourt 2
Burbush 1
Clarkin 0
Dinsdale North 2
Eureka 0
Frankton 3
Grandview 2
Hamilton Lake 3
Huntington 2
Melville 4
Newstead
Porritt 0
Riverlea 0
Silverdale 1
Te Rapa 6
Whatawhata 0

Bryant 0
Chartwell 0
Claudelands 2
Dinsdale South 2
Fairview Downs 3
Glenview 2
Hamilton Central 9
Hillcrest West 4
Insoll 2
Nawton 1
Peachgrove 2
Pukete 0
Rotokauri 0
Swarbrick 1
Temple View 0
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A NEIGHBOURHOOD SUPPORT MEMBER SHARES THEIR EXPERIENCE AND SAYS:
“I’VE BEEN BURGLED ONCE AND I DON’T WANT IT TO HAPPEN AGAIN”
Prevention is better than cure. Before I joined Neighbourhood Support, I was one
of more than 800 victims whose lives are badly affected by breaking and
entering/burglary in Hamilton City each year. My advice?
DON’T BECOME A VICTIM – TAKE PRECAUTIONS AND JOIN NEIGHBOURHOOD
SUPPORT OR KEEP YOUR EXISTING GROUP ACTIVE
I will never forget the day I “just nipped down to the shops” – just a ten minute
drive – at 11.30 a.m. It was a lovely, sunny day – there were some road works
along the way with a worker directing the traffic– but otherwise it was just one of
those trips when you can forget which way you drove to get there!
Arriving back the same way, about 25 minutes later, turning into my rural street I
was puzzled to see the net curtain of my front ranch slider door flapping in the
breeze outside the door? I was sure I had closed that door but…..pulling into my
driveway it registered that the door was actually pulled open and that the T.V.
remote control was lying on the driveway! What?
On autopilot, I walked into the house and straight away thought “where’s the
television gone? It wasn’t there anymore! And the rear ranch sliders were wide
open too, curtains flapping in the breeze. The penny dropped – I’d been burgled!
Rushing to the phone I dialled 111 and babbled to the police coordinator at the
other end. She calmed me by saying “Are you sure you are alone in the house?”
Shocked, I said, “ hold on”, and I walked carefully around still not really “seeing” or
registering things, just hoping that I was indeed alone. I returned to the phone
and went through the process of giving my details and reporting the crime.
It was a horrible experience. I felt invaded, disgusted, sick to my stomach and
deeply, deeply shocked. I’d only been gone for 25 minutes?! They must have
been watching me! Walking around, I started to noticed the drawers ripped open
in the bedroom, contents strewn everywhere, some jewellery missing. Walking
outside I then saw a desktop computer hanging out of a smashed window: it was
still attached by its cords. Still in shock I walked back into the house and I saw
that the thieves had smashed their way in by hurling a brick through that window
and so violently it had made a huge hole in a door on the opposite wall. They had
obviously failed to free the computer equipment before fleeing when they realised
(somehow) that I was on my way home. Everywhere was a dirty, filthy, broken,
violent mess. My beautiful home, my hard earned possessions, violated, ruined
and invaded.
Then began the long process of realising and recovering from just how much
damage these criminals had inflicted on me and my life. As I calmed down the
scale of the damage and the amount of missing property became apparent. An
indescribable feeling of rage and invasion grew. I felt absolutely helpless: I was
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one of hundreds and I saw that no effective police work was really possible. I was
on my own.
All up, the whole thing actually cost me about $5000 in addition to my insurance
cover. Of course the wear and tear on my physical, mental and spiritual health
was immeasurable. It was a terrible experience and it changed my life.
The first thing I did afterwards was to form a Neighbourhood Support Group in
my street. It was free, easy and immediately effective.
Even prior to the burglary I was never careless about security, but I admit I may
have become complacent. But now, when I “just nip down to the shops” the first
thing I do is make sure all the ranch sliders are locked with a dead lock key – they
can still break in but they can’t get out with my stuff so easily. I close and security
latch all the windows – all of them. I make sure the radio is on. I set the phone
so it doesn’t ring. I always set the high quality, professionally installed burglar
alarm. When I leave, I always double lock the front door and the security door.
There are no objects lying around outside to be used to smash my windows. And
if I’m going out for a while, I also lock the front gate securely. Yes, it takes thought
and five minutes, but it is better than being robbed believe me!
Nowadays, I try to prevent crime by design: those proven deterrents the free
Neighbourhood Support letterbox, window stickers and warning signs in the road
are clearly in sight. There are no places for criminals to hide or easily see the
television and other valuables from outside. I practice many of the prevention tips
available from the Police website.
And if the criminals do get in? I have high-quality security cameras discretely
installed around the property. All my valuables are recorded on SNAP and
protected by DNA marking and SNAP and DNA stickers advertise that.
But most important and effective of all, all my immediate neighbours are part of
the Neighbourhood Support Group. We have 14 houses in our group, all active, all
keeping an eye on each other, when necessary acknowledging and keeping in
touch with each other by telephone, chatting, alerting suspicious activity with
email and a “telephone tree”. Over time, we have apprehended three “vehicles of
interest to the police”, we have challenged several suspicious visitors who have
taken off quick-time afterwards: we let strangers know that we are here.
Of course we will never know how effective our Neighbourhood Support Group is
except to say that there have not been any more burglaries in the street.
Prevention is much, much better than cure
Keep your Group active. There is safety in numbers.
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Are you up-to-date on new ways of communicating with
Police? Things have changed! Check it out here!

Emergency: call 111
Calling 111 is free from public telephones and mobile phones.
When you dial 111 you will be asked which emergency service you want: Police, Fire or
Ambulance.
For Police an emergency is anything that is happening now, or has just happened, where:
•
•
•
•

People are in danger
Property is in danger of loss or damage
A crime is being, or has just been committed, and the person or persons responsible for it
are nearby
There is a major public inconvenience

An emergency TXT service for people with hearing or speech difficulties is available if you
have difficulty hearing or talking on the phone. You can register for the 111 TXT service.

Non-emergency
Reporting online
You can now report lost property or intentional property damage (to buildings, vehicles and
other possessions) online.
This is phase one of the Police Online Reporting Trial as they modernise their service
channels to make it easier for people to engage with police.
Police recommend using Google Chrome or the latest version of Safari to complete this
report.
When using a tablet or smartphone to access the online reporting tool, a Wi-Fi connection
may provide the best performance.
If you are using the online tool for the first time, and experiencing a loading issue, Police
suggest that you refresh your browser.

Other online options are reporting:
•
•
•

crime anonymously through Crimestoppers
non-urgent road incidents via Community Roadwatch
online incidents via The Orb website(link is external)

Find out more about how to report crime.
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Update previous report
After you have made a report to Police and been given a reference number, you can use
the Update Previous Report Form to provide additional information (including photos and
documents). You can also use this form to withdraw your report.

Phone or visit your nearest police station
In non-emergency situations, such as reporting a crime like burglary which happened some
time ago, you can either report by calling or visiting your nearest police station.
When you make a report to Police you will receive a Police Acknowledgement Form (PAF)
with a reference number.
Once you have made your report police should respond within a reasonable time. If you
have questions about your report you should call or visit the police station again and tell
them the reference number.
Lost Passport - when reporting a lost passport, you must give the passport number to police.

Language and communication difficulties
If you have difficulty communicating with police because of language, some options
available include:
•
•

•

A friend or family member. You may use a friend or family member as your interpreter
for talking to the Police.
Language Line. Police can provide an interpreter on the telephone. This is a free service
called Language Line(link is external). Ask for Language Line when you call police or visit
a police station and tell them what language you speak. Language Line is only available
from 9:00am to 6:00pm Monday to Friday and Saturday between 9am-2pm.
Bilingual communications staff. A number of our communications staff are bilingual,
covering about 18 languages in total, including Mandarin.
When communicating to Police, ensure you’re able to tell an English-speaking person
which language you do speak using the English terminology.
Regardless of the language you speak, don’t hesitate to call 111 in an emergency.

Police in our community: email
HamiltonCityPreventionGroup@police.govt.nz
•

Local police – Hamilton Central Police Station, Anzac Parade 858 6200

Ethnic and Asian liaison officers
Police have special officers working in ethnic communities around the country. They work
with communities to help them understand and access police services, provide information
to police about community concerns and to work with police investigating and preventing
crime involving ethnic communities.
They are happy to listen to your concerns and work together with you to improve safety in
ethnic communities.
•

Ethnic liaison officers - To contact a liaison officer in your area who can help you access
police services.
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS!!
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